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In this paper, a new Corrupted-Pixel-Identification (CPI) 
based estimation filter is presented. The method is especially 
useful for filtering clustered noise. After the corrupted pixels are 
identified by the CPI algorithm, the noisy subimage centered on 
a corrupted pixel is transformed into its Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT) domain where the transformed subimage is 
approximated by its DC coefficient only. With the knowledge of 
the number of corrupted pixels in the subimage from the CPI 
algorithm, an estimation of the noise distribution can be made, 
from which the DC coefficient of the restored subimage can be 
determined. Hence, noise filtering is achieved. From the 
experimental results, we can show that the CPI-based estimation 
filter has three desirable characteristics: 1) it has superior noise 
removal performance over the conventional median filter and 
CPI-based median filter in filtering clustered noise; 2) it has 
good feature preserving property (better than conventional 
filters); and 3) the computing speed of the filter is almost three 
times faster than the conventional median filter. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Noise filtering is a technique commonly employed in 
digital image processing applications where the images are 
degraded by randomly populated impulses in the spatial domain. 
Additive white impulses are often the consequence of poor input 
sampling and/or interference from an external source. If the 
noise distribution is known exactly, the original image can be 
recovered from the noisy image completely in the additive case. 
However, this is often not possible and therefore, estimation of 
the noise distribution and intensity is commonly carried out in 
spatial filtering. 
Over the years, many noise filtering algorithms in the 
spatial domain have been developed. Typical examples of these 
filters are the median filter[ 1,2,4], averaging filter[3,4], sigma 
filter[4], box filter[l,4] and general rank filter[l]. These 
conventional spatial filtering algorithms have a common 
problem: they introduce certain degree of line and edge 
distortion to the recovered image[5], which manifests itself as 
slight blurring or smoothing as a result. One of the reasons for 
this distortion is the filtering without discrimination. In other 
words, every pixel in the image is subjected to the same 
neighbourhood operation uniquely defined by the operating 
algorithm. The implementation of the this kind of filter is 
usually simple and straight forward, although it could be time 
wasting. This is because not all the pixels in the image are 
corrupted, processing all the pixels means waste of time in 
filtering uncorrupted pixels. In addition, filtering uncorrupted 
pixels would vary image features that perhaps is unacceptable in 
applications such as video communications. 
In contrast to filtering without discrimination, another class 
of filtering algorithms based on the idea of “filtering with 
discrimination” have been developed[6,7]. In this class of 
algorithms, the basic concept is that pixels are being classified 
into one of the two classes: corrupted or uncorrupted; before the 
corrupted pixels are being filtered by a conventional spatial 
filter or a specially designed algorithm making use of the a 
priori knowledge of the pixel types. Figure 1 illustrates the 
conceptual diagram of the CPI algorithm. This algorithm offers 
a substantial saving in computing time[8]. Furthermore, by not 
filtering the uncorrupted pixels, the CPI-based filters have 
features preserving property 
conventional algorithms. 
that is better than the other 
Noisy Image 
g(x.y) 
Restored image 
Figure 1 : Conceptual diagram of the CPI algorithm 
In the case of the CPI-median filter, the list of corrupted 
pixel generated by the CPI algorithm is passed to the Filter 
Section where a median filter is used to perform the standard 
filtering operation. In this case, no attempt has been made on 
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how the noise removing quality and features preserving quality 
may be improved by using the a priori knowledge of the pixel 
type during the filtering process. It is the intention of this paper 
to explore this particular aspect in conjunction with the CPI 
algorithm, and investigate the effect of filtering a corrupted 
ptxd by considering only the corrupted pixels in its 
neighbourhood. 
In this paper, a novel filtering algorithm using the a priori 
knowledge of the pixel type to estimate the noise distribution 
and intensity in a subimage is presented. The subimage centered 
on the corrupted pixel is transform into its Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT) domain where the transformed subimage is 
approximated by its DC coefficient only and an estimation of 
the noise distribution is made by combining the knowledge of 
the number of corrupted pixels in the subimage and the pixel 
intensity of the noise term. This enables the DC coefficient of 
the restored image in the DCT domain to be determined and 
hence noise intensity in the spatial domain can be determined. 
Simple subtraction operation is then carried out to remove the 
noise component from the corrupted pixel. 
In the next section, the concept and philosophy are 
presented as well as the estimation algorithm. The experimental 
results of the CPI-estimation algorithm are presented in section 
3. In that section, the noise removal capability, feature 
preserving property and computing speed of the CPI-estimation 
filter are evaluated. The last section is the conclusion, which 
gives an overall comment on the CPI-estimation filter. 
2. CPI-based Estimation Filter Algorithm 
2.1. Concept and Philosophy 
The philosophy of this algorithm is that if we have the a 
prior knowledge of the pixel types, then the noise distribution 
can be estimated from the noisy image. In the case of the image 
corrupted by additive random noise, the reconstructed image 
can be obtained simply by subtracting the noise term from the 
noisy image. A high noise removal capability and high original 
feature preserving rate are aimed in the proposed filter 
algorithm 
NOISY Image g(x,y) 
Figure 2 : Conceptual diagram of CPI-estimation Filter 
Figure 2 depicts the conceptual diagram of the estimation 
filtering algorithm where a list of corrupted pixels g’(x,y) 
classified by the CPI algorithm is passed to the filter. Then the 
DC coefficient G(0,O) in the DCT domain of the subimage 
centered at the corrupted pixel is calculated. The number of 
corrupted pixels, noisy image g(x,y), list of corrupted pixels 
g’(x,y) and the DC coefficient G(0,O) are used to estimate the 
noise distributions in each subimage and the estimated noise 
distributions are used to determine the DC coefficient of the 
restored image P(0,O) . Finally, the noise term is calculated from 
G(0,O) and k(0,O) . The restored image j ( x , y )  is simply 
obtained by subtracting the noise term from g(x,y). 
2.2. Algorithm 
Let us define the following terms : 
f (x ,y)  : Original image 
~ ( x ,  y )  : Additive noise term 
g(x, y )  : Noisy image 
f ( x , y )  : Restored image 
E Approximated noise intensity 
F2N+1(0,0) : DC term of F(u,v) over a (2N+1)2 subimage 
G2N+1(0,0) : DC term of G(u,v) over a (2N+1)2 subimage 
&N+1(0,0) : DC term ofF(u,v) over a (2N+1)2 subimage 
S : Number of corrupted pixels (from CPI) 
inside a (2N+1)2 subimage 
The DCT off(x,y) and its inverse are : 
1 N N  (2x + 1)uz (2y + 1)vn x=-N y=-N 2(2N + 1) ‘Os 2(2N + 1) (la) f(x’y)cos 
1 (2x + 1)un (2y + 1)vn 2(2N + 1) ‘Os 2(2N + 1) F(u,v) cos 
The DC coefficient of F(u,v) when u=O and v=O over a (2N+1)2 
subimage and its inverse are given by: 
The noisy image g(x,y) is the sum of the original image f ( X J )  
and the additive noise ~(xJ) ,  i.e. 
where the DC coefficient of g(x,y) equals to : 
Y) = f ( x , y )  + V(X, Y) (3) 
Assume all the additive noise pixels within the filtering window 
have approximately the same intensity E, then the intensity of 
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the noise pixels can be estimated by 
E if g(x,y) is corrupted 
( 5 )  
This assumption is designed to deal with white impulse noise. 
For other types of noise distributions, equation ( 5 )  may be 
generalised to the average value or the sum of q(x,y) over the 
(2N+1)2 subimage. 
If there are S corrupted pixels within the subimage, then 
equation (4) becomes: 
(6) 
SE 
2 N + 1  G2N+1(030) = F2N+l(O,O) + -
From equation (6) ,  if the corrupted pixel at the center of the 
subimage is restored, the number of corrupted pixels would 
become 9 1 .  Therefore, the DC coefficient of the restored image 
becomes: 
( S -  I)& 
= G2~+1(0,0) -  2 N + 1  
&+I (0,O) = F2N+I (0,O) + 2N+1 
E 
(7) 
E =  g ( x d  - f ( X Y )  (8) 
Let the approximation of noise intensity be: 
Substituting equations (2b) & (8) into (6) and rearranging, we 
have 
S 
G2N+1(0.0) - =g(x,Y) 
F2N+1(0>0) = 
{ - (2 N: 1)2} 
By substituting equations (2b), (8) & (9) into 
rearranging, the DC coefficient of &N+l(O,O) becomes: 
(9) 
7) and 
2 N + 1  
g ( x ’ y ) ’ [ ( 2 N + 1 ) 2 - ~ J  (10) 
Since g(x,y) is given and S can be obtained from the CPI 
algorithm, k2N+l(0,0) can be determined from equation (10). 
As a result, the restored imagef(x,y) can be deduced from 
equation (2b). 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3.1. Performance Evaluation 
In this paper, the image “casino ticket” with 256 grey 
levels and having a spatial dimension of 227x533 is used as the 
test sample. This image has coast features, such as the title, 
icons and the large numerals on the right hand side; and also 
fine features, such as the horizontal lines and the small 
characters. Noisy images varying from SNR=5OdB to -50dB are 
tested by the conventional median filter, the CPI-median filter 
and the proposed CPI-estimation filter. Subjective measurement 
is based on visual inspection and objective measurement is 
based on the mean-square error (MSE) which is given by 
equation (1 1). 
where W x H is the dimension of the image 
Furthermore, the computing speed of the above algorithms 
are compared. 
3.2. Noise Removal Capability 
The restored images from the noisy image with SNR equals 
to -50dB by different filters are shown in Figure 3. From the 
images, it is quite clear that the CPI-estimation filter is more 
effective in removing clustered noise where clustered noise 
often appear in low SNR images while the other two filters fail 
to remove most of the clustered noise. 
Figure 3 : (a) Original image; (b) Noisy image (SNR=-BOdB); 
filter; (e) Restored by CPI-estimation filter. 
(c) Restored by median filter; (d) Restored by CPI-median 
Figure 4 plots the MSE for all the three cases. From the 
figure, the CPI-based filters are more effective than the median 
filter over the whole range. While the CPI-estimation filter has 
better performance than the CPI-median filter for S N R 4  OdB. 
In addition, the MSE of the CPI-estimation filter increases fairly 
slightly as SNR decreases. 
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Figure 4 MSE of the three filters versus SNR 
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4.7s 2.4s 1.5s 3.3. Feature Preserving Property To investigate the feature preserving property, the different 
filters are applied to the original uncorrupted image and the 
MSE of the filtered images are tabulated in table 1. 
Median 1 CPI-median I CPI-estimation 
920.1 I 285.57 I 421.21 
Table 1 : Comparison of MSE between different filters 
From the table, CPI-median gives the lowest MSE, this 
means that the CPI-median filter has better feature preserving 
property followed by the CPI-estimation filter and the median 
filter is the poorest. The filtered images are shown in Figure 5, 
in which both the CPI-based filters retain most of the detail 
information while the median filter blurred those horizontal 
lines and small characters in the image. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5 : (a) Filtered by median filter; (b) Filtered by 
CPI-median filter; (c) Filtered by CPI-estimation filter. 
3.4. Computing Speed 
The CPI-estimation filter employs simple arithmetic 
operations which are faster than sorting operations used in the 
median filter. Table 2 depicts the computing time of the three 
filters running on a SGI workstation(1ndy 133MHz, R4600PC). 
Obviously, the median filter takes constant computing time 
for all cases of SNR because of its filtering without 
discrimination philosophy. The CPI-median filter is around 1.6 
times faster than median filter. For the CPI-estimation filter, 
which is the fastest amongst the three filters, the average 
computing time is 1.46 seconds which is almost three times 
faster than the median filter. It should also be noted that the 
computing time of the two CPI-based filters varies according to 
the number of corrupted pixels identified. 
SNR(dB) I Median I CPI-median 1 CPI-estimation 
50 I 4.7s I 2.5s I 1.6s 
I I I I 30 I 4.7s I 2.1s I 1.4s 
I 10 I 4.7s I 2.5s I 1.6s I 
Table 2 : Computing times required for different filters 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
CPI-based filters generally outperform the conventional 
median filter algorithm in terms of objective MSE, subjective 
visual inspection and computing speed. CPI-estimation filter is 
particularly useful for filtering heavily corrupted images as well 
as having good features preserving property. In addition, the 
computing speed of 1.46 times faster than CPI-median filter and 
3 times faster than the conventional median filter, making it the 
fastest in this class. In conclusion, filtering with a priori 
knowledge of the corrupted pixels is more effective than the 
conventional filter methods. 
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